### Angle Park
#### Thursday 25th June 2020

- **Stewards**  
  M Herrmann, J Evans, J Jones, M MacDonald, D Jonas.

- **Veterinary Surgeon**  
  Dr G Moore

- **Late Scratchings**  
  Main Exit (R5)  
  Injury  
  10 Days

#### Race 1  
**SKY RACING GRADE 6 SERIES FINAL**  
515m  
Grade 6

- ZIPPING TED was slow to begin and ran wide around the first turn. On the turn off the back straight COORONG NUGGET ran onto the heels of DANYO’S ROSIE.

#### Race 2  
**SENTRACK ON THE SEN APP MAIDEN STAKE**  
515m  
Maiden

- A swab sample was taken from the winner RAGING ROCCO.
  - Shortly after the start JOE BLAKE moved out checking BILMAN’S BURGLAR. On the turn into the back straight BILMAN’S BURGLAR moved out checking JOE BLAKE. On the turn off the back straight SPRINGVALE CHER ran onto the heels of JOE BLAKE.
  - BILMAN’S BURGLAR was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

#### Race 3  
**GRSA.COM.AU JUVENILE STAKE**  
515m  
Juvenile

- BANGOR LIZZY was slow to begin. On the first turn BANGOR LIZZY ran on the heels of CAWBOURNE COCO.

#### Race 4  
**BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES MIXED STAKE**  
515m  
Mixed 1/2/3

- There were no racing incidents to report.

#### Race 5  
**GADDY-UP (QUEENS) MIXED STAKE**  
600m  
Mixed 5/6

- Shortly after the start SPRINGVALE JORJA moved out checking LONG GULLY BELLA. On the first turn TAMMY PARKER moved down checking JOINT INTEREST then shortly after LONG GULLY BELLA checked around the heels of JOINT INTEREST.

#### Race 6  
**SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (SA OWNED) STAKE**  
515m  
5S

- On the first turn VICTA BORIS moved down checking I’M TOP GIRL, then shortly after AMERICAN MAN checked around the heels of VICTA BORIS and moved out checking I’M TOP GIRL causing I’M TOP GIRL to run wide. Along the back straight AMERICAN MAN and VICTA BORIS ran wide. On the turn into the home straight MINNIE MAC ran wide.

#### Race 7  
**ACCELL THERAPY FREE FOR ALL**  
731m  
FFA

- Turning into the home straight and along the home straight on the first occasion NO SURRENDER raced wide. Along the back straight SIR TRUCULENT and NO SURRENDER raced wide.

#### Race 8  
**KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY MIXED STAKE**  
515m  
Mixed 4/5

- Approaching the winning post on the first occasion DYNA ADRIA moved down checking LENNY THE JET. On the first turn WINLOCK HUDDY checked around the heels of BETTER DREAM, then shortly after FLY FOR FUN moved down checking BETTER DREAM and ALLINGA MAL causing ALLINGA MAL to fall into the path of WINLOCK HUDDY which hurled ALLINGA MAL.
  - ALLINGA MAL was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

#### Race 9  
**ONLY AT THE DOGS STAKE**  
515m  
Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner GOLLY GUMDROPS.
  - CAWBOURNE ZEBRA went up with the lids and LOVE FIRST was slow to begin. Shortly after the start FABS YOU GO moved out checking ALL OUT CRAZY and CAWBOURNE CLANCY. On the first turn CAWBOURNE CLANCEY moved down checking FABS YOU GO then LOVE FIRST checked around the heels of FABS YOU GO, shortly after ALL OUT CRAZY checked around the heels of LEAVING. On the turn into the back straight GOLLY GUMDROPS checked around the heels of LONG GULLY WILMA then shortly after FABS YOU GO moved out checking LEAVING.
  - On the turn off the back straight LEAVING moved down checking CAWBOURNE ZEBRA then LEAVING made contact with the running rail. On the turn into the home straight CAWBOURNE ZEBRA checked around the heels of LEAVING.
  - LEAVING was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Weather Condition:** Fine  
**Track Condition:** Good
**Race 10**  
YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. STAKE  
515m  Grade 5

-Shortly after the start BOSS THREE FIFTY moved out checking DEFY. Along the back straight BOSS THREE FIFTY checked around the heels of TYSON'S CHOICE and moved out checking ACE ALLEN. Approaching the winning post on the final occasion DEFY ran on the heels of TONY’S SPARK.

**Race 11**  
@THEDOGSSA MIXED STAKE  
600m  Mixed 3/4/5

-There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 12**  
GAP SA STAKE  
515m  Grade 6

-BLUE ASH was slow to begin. On the first turn WHEEL BURNER moved out checking GOT MY WAY, ELECTRIFYING, VELOCITY BOTTINO, BLUE ASH and FOXY CRUISER causing BLUE ASH to run on the heels of and drag down FOXY CRUISER, and ELECTRIFYING to run on the heels of and drag down VELOCITY BOTTINO. On the turn into the back straight ELECTRIFYING checked around the heels of FOXY CRUISER.  
On the turn into the home straight GOT MY WAY moved down checking AINSLEY FLASH.  
-BLUE ASH was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.  
-FOXY CRUISER was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

* Published subject to correction upon revision